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The original story, one has to admit, sounded rather hard tO'

believe, but was easily capped by the contributor from Tellicherry.

London, C. H. BIDDULPH
Jajiuary 3, 1955.

12. A BIRD ANSWERINGITS OWNECHO

The Journal has published several notes of birds showing strong

reaction to their own reflections in mirrors and other polished

surfaces, and most car-owners must have observed Robins and
Wagtails pecking at their own images in chronium hub-caps. But

have you any record of a bird answering its own echo?
The rains were over, and the tall trees round our house were

full of bird-song. Conspicuous among the various notes was the

insistent throaty call of a Jungle Crow, answering and answered
by another in the distance.

Idly listening, I began to be struck by something peculiar about
this exchange of repartee ; and I realised that the distant crow was
replying almost before the near crow had finished, and was copy-

ing every tone and inflection exactly. It was such a complete

mockery that I could not help sympathising with the first crow's-

obviously rising irritation.

I stalked the crow as he sat in our big babul tree, and turned

my gaze in the direction from which the second bird was answering.
The source of the answer was perfectly clear; it came from my old'

cottage about 100 yds. away. I looked and looked for the second crow.
There was no second crow.

And suddenly I remembered how I had once noted a clear echo
that is thrown back from the cottage wall if you shout from a point

near the babul tree. The mystery was solved. The Jungle Crow
was shouting at its own mocking echo !

LONAVLA, T. GAY
January 6, 1955.

13. ANOTHERBIRD WATCHINGPILGRIMAGE
TO SW. TIBET

{With a map)

This account of my bird watching in the precincts of Mt. Kailas-

must be read as a supplement to the article by Mr. Salim Ali in

Vol. 46, No. 2 of this journal under the title of 'An Ornithological

Pilgrimage to Lake Manasarover and Mount Kailas'. There is

little I can add to ^lis excellent account of the geography and

ecological features of the country other than that I crossed into

Tibet considerably to the west, from the Dhauli Valley in Garhwal

wliereas he followed the route across the Lipu Lekh Pass close to

the western border of Nepal. Apart from the tremendous canyon

regions of the River Sutlej, very like that of the famous Colorado

of the U.S.A., this western route had no other features in climate


